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In large scales, electrical energy cannot be stored due to its nature. For this reason it
has to be produced balancing the momentary request. Production planning plays a vital
role for the production to be secure and reliable. Planning covers decisions like the
release program of water kept in the reservoirs of hydroelectric systems, the amount
of fuel stocked at a thermal system, active generator unit count. The vital component
that production planning relies is the load forecasting.

Load forecasting is an open research area because of its commercial value and
complexity of the consumption patterns. Literature contains a number of techniques
studied. Along with the methods that approaches the load as a time series and models
that make linear approximations of the components of load signal, machine learning
methods started to come forward since early 1990s. These methods can approximate
non-linear dependencies between the load and the exogenous factors by processing
historical data. Along with artificial neural networks, which has a wide range of
commercial implementations, relatively new models like support vector machines are
also being applied to problem.

On this study, we have used two datasets. One containing sum of five thousand
commercial consumers, the other total consumption of East Slovakia. The
dependencies between meteorological and time factors were modelled by four
different machine learning methods and success of each were compared. One of these
models, support vector machines, needs a parameter selection process before the
training. We have used three meta-heuristics algorithms for parameter selection and
compared the results. Principal component analysis was used for feature reduction and
its effects to performance was analyzed.

Keywords: short term load forecasting, peak load forecasting, artificial neural
networks, support vector regression, random forest, particle swarm optimization,
differential evolution, principal component analysis
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